Clue 4 Homophones AAA
There are 32 incorrectly spelt homophones. Replace each one with the correct spelling. At the
end, the number shows which letter of the correctly spelt word is part of the coded message. So
the 7th letter of the first incorrect spelling is the first letter. Make sure you have found all the
mistakes before you start decoding.

The bowls, with remnants of the desert from last knight’s meal, had
been left their by the guests. Freda poured some serial - found in the
hire of the two cupboards – and looked out of the window. A tall fur
tree cast a shadow over the beds of mint, rosemary and time. The
postman sauntered up to deliver the male as a large lorry turned left
onto the mane road. Piece was restored as the lorry departed and
the pail sunlight revealed a squirrel’s twitching tale on the bird-table.
Carrying the kitchen waist up the garden, she saw a cue forming
down the road. It was plane to see that the driver of a Fiat had not
red the One Way sign. She watched the seen with interest as a large
motorbike arrived with a raw, the driver impatient with the weight.
He fort his way through, the mussels on his arms bulging, as reign
began to fall. Ate minutes later the police arrived and find the Fiat
driver.
“I know I’m not aloud that way but you shouldn’t prophet from my
mistake,” complained the driver.
Hearing a message on the radio, the policewoman replied, “We have
to chute off now, I hope this has taut you a lesson.”
Freda went indoors and climbed the stares. The storey was fresh in
her mind as she began to right her diary. The raise of the evening sun
lit the room.
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